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The Reason Why - Faith Makes Sense
Mark Mittelberg - 2011 Tyndale House Publishers
This short book gives clear concise reasons why belief in God makes sense. It
provides quick answers for people who want to believe in something beyond or
someone bigger than themselves; who are seeking the truth This case for the
reasonableness of faith is based on the classic bestseller by Robert A Laidlaw.

Mere Christianity
C. S. Lewis - 2001 revised edition by Harper-Collins Publishers
This revised and amplified edition updates the beloved Christian classic. C. S. Lewis set
out simply to "explain and defend the belief that has been common to nearly all Christians
at all times." In the process he rejects the boundaries that divide Christianity's many
denominations and provides an unequaled opportunity for believers and nonbelievers
alike to hear a powerful, rational case for the Christian faith.

The Faith - What Christians Believe, Why they Believe It, and Why It Matters
Charles Colson & Harold Fickett - 2008 Zondervan
The Faith communicates the basic truths of Christianity in an appealing and accessible
way. Simple, yet deep , it is an important read for all believers, to help get to the core
foundation of our beliefs and addressing how to apply those beliefs in our everyday lives.

The Case for the Real Jesus
Lee Strobel - 2007 Zondervan
A journalist investigates current attacks on the identity of Christ and challenges against
Christianity and confirms the case for the real Jesus.
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The Reason for God (Belief in an Age of Skepticism)
Timothy Keller - 2008 Dutton (member of Penguin Group)
A Christian apologetics book that offers true believers a solid platform on which to stand
against the backlash toward religion spawned by the current age of skepticism. The author
addresses the frequent doubts that skeptics and non-believers bring to religion and explains how the belief in a Christian God is, in fact, a sound and rational one.

Following Jesus (The Essentials of Christian Discipleship)
Andrew M. Randall - 2018 Banner of Truth
This soon to be 'master piece' focuses attention on the basics of Christian discipleship covering many important themes like: faith, the Bible, the church, prayer, the Holy Spirit, and
much more.
The chapters have been written to help new followers of Jesus lay solid foundations for a
healthy and rich Christian life, they also provide a wonderful refresher course in what it
means to be a disciple for those who have been following Jesus for many years.

Union with Christ (The Way to Know and Enjoy God)
Rankin Wilbourne - 2016 Published by David C. Cook
Nothing is more basic or central to knowing and enjoying God than union with Christ. It's
what the Bible is all about. It's the heart of the Christian faith. it's what makes the gospel
good news.
Union with Christ is not an abstract idea. It is a powerful reality. And recovering a sense of
your union with Christ can change everything for you, like finally putting on a pair of desperately-needed glasses. Discover how coming to see your life through the lens of a union
with Christ can help bridge that gap between your head and your heart, between your belief and your experience.

Disciplines of a Godly Man
R. Kent Hughes - 1991, 2001 Crossway
This 10th anniversary edition of this classic updates an inspiring and practical guide for men
who seek to reflect God's glory in their lives.
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The Pursuit of God
A. W. Tozer, 1948 1st Edition; Updated 2010 Alba & Tromm / IAP Publishing
Here is a masterly study of the inner life by a heart thirsting after God, originally written in
1948 by a busy pastor in Chicago. This updated edition has only changed some of the wording for ease of reading and understanding. It remains a study with deep insight and thus is a
book for every pastor, missionary, and devout Christian. It deals with the things of God and
the riches of His grace.

Maturity (Growing Up and Going On in the Christian Life)
Sinclair B. Ferguson – 2019, The Banner of Truth
Sinclair Ferguson shows that a deep-seated concern of the writers of the New Testament
was to see Christians grow to spiritual maturity ̶ and it that was the concern of the first
believers, then it should be our concern too.
All those who desire to live useful, mature, and consistent Christian lives will gain much wisdom from reading and reflecting upon the contents of this book.

The Pilgrim’s Progress
John Bunyan ̶ edited by C. J. Lovik – 2009, Crossway
This roughly three-hundred-year old beloved classic has been updated for a new generation.
The text has only been lightly edited̶ to update archaic words and difficult sentence structure, while retaining the beauty and brilliance of the original story, and thereby lets the story
unfold with all the power, truth, and remarkable creativity of the original.

A Dunker Guide to Brethren Beliefs
Guy Wampler, Editor - 2012 Brethren Press
A collection of essays focusing on twenty basic beliefs and core values to help congregations
and individuals to think deeply about a Brethren understanding of the Christian faith and
way of life.
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